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Abstract
Inspired by the essay of Bernard Tschumi, in which he argues that a narrative-driven design process, different from a form-driven or programmatic-driven design process, focus
more on the narrative creation to suggest human activities and events, or evoking some
emotional or experiential attachment.

The research paper discusses the potential of using narrative in architecture as a means
of conceptualization, and more importantly, a vehicle of design exploration. As a design
approach, the creation of spaces may not necessarily start from the relation with function,
but could also from narrative related to events, memories, or reflection. As an ‘Narrative
Hybrid’, architecture moves from showing stories to telling stories.

This paper will illustrate some of the student projects, to present several aspects responding to the incorporation of narrative as a design element and instrument. Firstly,
the construction of spatial relationship could be narrative based, from stories, culture,
experience, memories or even personal anecdote. No matter if they are positive or negative, those experience or subjective statements sometimes are very natural, which have
potential to transform into a very specific architectural language. Secondly, the design
and arrangement of conventional objects like column, furniture, and window, could be essential media for architecture to frame their narrative, in some ways beyond their original
or typical functions or characteristic. Thirdly, we could consider people’s interaction or behavior to be part of the narrative design, like creating for framing a stage for performance,
but opening for individual intervention.

Through exploring those aspects in, we could understand the possibilities of using narrative for place-making, aiming to result in memorable and narrative evoking spatial experience.
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Building Narratives
Introduction
In the essay of Bernard Tschumi, he identifies that there is correlation between the language aspect of the form and narrative in the space. As he writes, he points out the relation between fictional narrative and architecture, “The unfolding of events in a literary context inevitably suggest parallels to the unfolding events in architecture” (Tschumi 92). The
argument suggests an approach of design thinking, in which the creation of architecture
spaces may not necessarily start from the relation with function, but also with narrative
related to events, memories, or reflections.
Therefore, I could consider buildings as ‘narrative hybrids’ –structure of different stories
unfolded throughout the space. In the Architecture and Disjunction, Tschumi suggests
a relationship within narrative design approach: narrative design of architecture is constructed by the author, our architect, who writes the script, and directs the actors. Then,
ultimately there could exist a subtle relationship where the actors, or the users, would
inject their own independence and intervention (Tschumi 128).
In this case, architecture itself becomes narrator, articulating specific aspects of stories,
and manipulating the observer’s perspective. Then, the form, spatial organization, details,
materials, routes, or voids expressed by the building, can turn into a media. Together,
they send out different messages, sometimes emphasizing, or disgUising certain stories
the author would like to share want the receivers to obtain. Sometimes, the receivers, or
inhabitants also participate into the narrative and affecting the development of narrative.
This paper will use several studio and seminar projects in the past academic year, to illustrate how narrative-driven process could affect me to structure the spatial design, and to
illustrate various ways of using narrative for place-making, aiming to result in memorable
and narrative evoking spatial experience.
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The Fictionality in Spatial Relationship

As Pezo Von Ellrichshausen write in their essay, Found Things, there are certain ‘fundamental needs’ for every person, despite the complexities of current contexts. Natural
needs could be considered as subjective or intimate definition toward the relationship of
formal qualities, like proportion, size or spatial sequences. In this case, a very personal or
subjective needs or statement could be the key to determine a unique decision between
spatial relationship (Pezo 17-20).
For Instance, in their project Cien House, the tower contains two independent sets of
stairs. One only connects the upper floors for living, and the other one only connects the
lower floors for working. The architects deliberately want to separate their experience of
working from domestic living, so they create a fictional routine within the tower: everyday
they dress up in the morning, walk down, pass through the transitional room on the first
floor, and then walk toward their studio from the other external stair (Basulto). Therefore, I
consider that those fictional definitions toward spatial relationship are very subjective, but
they are authentic, and sometimes very natural, with unbiased intentionality,

Figure 1
Cien House
By Pezo Von Ellrichshausen
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My studio project, Sand Castle House No.4 starts with a series of purely abstract forms
observed and extracted from an acrylic painting. These free froms are undefined, isolated
from context, and will be used as a mediation device, in order to translating their formal
qualities into spatial qualities.

Figure 2.
12 Inventories
Sand Castle House No.4
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My process of selecting one form among the twelve others, and the translation of geometry are very much based on a fictional interpretation toward spatial relationship. I consider
the routine we use in domestic space has a typical linear sequence in time. Every day we
start form our bedroom in the morning, and then walk to bathroom, living room, kitchen,
and so on. We warp up and move toward the working space, and then end our day with a
routine backward toward the bedroom. The path in the residential space is somehow repetitive, and linear in time. However, routines of reading or finding books in a library space
are different. The physical movement of the path looking for books, and the mental path
of brain are floating and fluid.
Based on this fictional ‘short movie’ about personal life routine in my interpretation, I select the form with an internal linear relation, which contains a strong tension between the
central and two extremes. In the plan, two apartment spaces are placed at the extremes,
and rooms are divided in a linear direction through repetitive sliding doors. Library is located in central fluid form. In this case, library becomes the very central common space
for the twos, but also becomes one critical point within their daily sequences of living.

Figure 3.
Plan
Sand Castle House No.4
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Figure 4.
Model
Sand Castle House No.4

In addition, the strong tension between a rectangular form and a free form will provide the
inhabitants a ritualistic shift in visual experience every time they move from one space
toward the other, suggesting a change of their activities.

Figure 5.
Sectional Drawings
Sand Castle House No.4
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The Fictionality in Common Objects
Conventional elements like a column, or window, a stair, a chair could be interpreted in a
border sense beyond the classic sense of functional objects. Individual element does not
exist for itself along, it helps defines its surrounding, and encourages the intended narrative of space (Stalder 40).
For example, column is actually more than a load bearing element. In previous mentioned
studio project, Sand Castle House No.4, two columns in the library with different scales,
are made for a subtle division of space, as well as for providing some degree of enclosure.
Originally, library area is a large open space, but now it is divided into several fragmental,
but intimate reading areas by the positioning of two columns, without adding a solid partition that may break the continuity of geometry.

Figure 6.
Interior View 1
Sand Castle House No.4
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In addition, columns’ material is chosen to be reflective, in order to echo and amplify the
overwhelming, and fictional atmosphere created by the world of books. People will constantly see themselves moving around the world of books, while other’s movements also
being presenting in, and affecting the scene one is experiencing.

Figure 7.
Interior View 2
Sand Castle House No.4
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Figure 8.
Interior View 3
Sand Castle House No.4
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Figure 9
Making Meandering Meaning

In my other seminar works, Making Meandering Meaning, instructed by Professor Jan
De Vylder and Kana Arioka, we also explore the fictional and narrative meaning of three
conventional elements from different cultural backgrounds: The Low-Resolution Chair by
MOS Architects (Culture), The European Oak Tree (Nature), and Traditional Japanese Shoji
(Threshold in-between).
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The Low-Res Chair by MOS is intended to be a ‘Model Furniture’, which is non-descripted.
It is constructed by highly-standardized geometrical components, so it provides flexibilities in the construction for different uses, and opens for easy reproductions in any scales
and any materiality (Meredith and Sample).

Figure 10.
Axnometric Drawing
Making Meandering Meaning

Figure 11.
Model
Making Meandering Meaning
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The European oak is characterized by its very strong and dominated presence, which creating different spatial qualities during summer and winter time.

Figure 12.
Sketch of Summer Oak Tree
Making Meandering Meaning

Figure 13.
Sketch of Winter Oak Tree
Making Meandering Meaning
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The final compositional scene is located within a traditional Japanese tatami room, with
sliding doors open toward the courtyard. In the setting of Japanese culture, courtyard is
not accessible, but used for observing and meditation only. Tatami room is not allowed
for hard furniture.
Therefore, the chairs are no longer designed for sitting, but they become parts of landscape elements for the owner to memorize his important ones in his life, as I write in the
short novel for this drawing project. The chairs under the big oak tree, appear to suggest
an invitation for people to walk toward the courtyard, and to sit under the shade, but in fact
they are always empty.

Empty Chair, Empty Garden
Every time the important ones came in, I made them new chairs.
Once upon a time, we sit together and retreat from a day.
But they came in and left within the time circle.
Chairs remains silent.
Only memories can fill in the void.
Figure 14.
In-Between
Making Meandering Meaning
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The chairs, and the oaks, together, become a preset stage for meditation or nostalgia.
The sliding doors which are constantly shifting, become a narrator that framing the exterior scene differently for various time, purposes, atmosphere or interpretation. They are
always telling varied stories for the viewers.

Figure 15.
Sequence of In-Between
Making Meandering Meaning
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The Fictionality Composed by Interaction
A narrative-driven design process, different from a form-driven or programmatic design
process, focus more on the scenic creation of human activities and events. Architects just
create a fundamental stage for experience, but the very specific experience will vary along
with different factors.
Atelier Bow-wow using the term ‘Architecture Behaviorology’, to synthesize three main
factors that will affect our experience: natural elements (light, wind, humidity, etc.), building elements, and the human behavior (custom, habit). Therefore, together with the presence of building and its context, human behavior is also the key to active or enliven a
spatial experience, although sometimes the experience is not completely controlled by
the preset of the building or space itself (Tsukamoto 8).
Therefore, the unpredictable change of atmosphere has great potentials to elaborate or
help the completeness of a narrative created by architect’s desire. People and their activities become the main actors who are giving different the performance to enrich the
space.
Following in this chapter are two projects that illustrate how people’s behavior could participate and interfere the narration of an environment constructed by architects.
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The first project demonstrates an urban scale information projection on the street facade
in a commercial neighborhood in New York City. The East Village of Manhattan contains
a series of restaurants on the streets, but some information of the restaurant, like the
interior environment, kitchen activities, menus, are invisible from the street. Thus, with
the device of media projection on the building façade, we can project out the information
only visible in the interior, like real-time interior environment, and kitchen activities on the
street façade.
For instance, people walking along the street could easily see if the restaurant is empty of
full with people, or could see what kind of dishes that the chefs are cooking currently, as
they are walking through a corridor of real-time ‘movies’.

Figure 16.
Conceptual Diagram
Facade with Dinning Data
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In this case, the street façade is no longer being static. It could be loaded with the performance of all interior activities, making a dynamic and fictional, but very specific image of
urban streetscape.

Figure 17.
Facade Projection 1
Real-time Image of Restaurant Interior

Figure 18.
Facade Projection 2
Real-time Image of Restaurant Interior
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The second project, Afternoon Running in Digitized Art-Quad, demonstrates a potential
to create a fictional mixed-reality landscape, in order to gain an immersive experience for
running or walking exercise.

Figure 19.
Afternoon Running in Digitized Art-Quad

Firstly, with the technology of augmented reality, existing physical object can have double
or multiple definitions or narratives when it becomes or being modified by digitized elements.

Figure 20.
Precedent Studies
Team Lab
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In this project, when people move into the Art Quad, their devices will detect their locations from GPS. Then the digital mesh model of the ground surface and surroundedbuilding, created by Google Earth from satellite scanning, will be augmented through their
devices. After that, the surface of the virtual landscape will deform and be imposed with
image mapping based of the sound or rhythm of foot steps while people are jumping or
running. As they moving forward, the surface around them will started to rotate and folding upward that make you see diffent faces of surfaces.

Figure 21.
Conceptual Diagrams
Afternoon Running in Digitized Art-Quad
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Figure 22.
step1: Google Earth Mesh Augmented Based on Location

Figure 23.
step2: Landscape Deformation Respond to the Sound of Footstep
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Within this augmented digitized landscape, people are able to change their own texture s
or images on the triangulated surfaces produced from the existing buildings and ground.
The mixed-reality environment is constantly changing in relation to the presence of viewers or their behavior. from which viewers have abilities to interactive and change their own
surrounding based on their own intentions. Everyone could make their own stories for the
presence of Art Quad from this mixed-reality landscape system. Therefore, the boundary
between existing objects and viewers becomes blurred.

Figure 24.
step3: Landscape Unfolded Respond to the Sound of Footstep
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Conclusion
As a cultural product, the design of architecture is a both physical and mental construction. Building is not merely an efficient package of functional spaces to meet certain artificial requirements. With a romantic idea, there are necessary and fictional spaces or
moment for nostalgia and meaning.
Therefore, creating a specific spatial relationship from narrative, exploring a fictional play
with conventional elements like columns and window, and opening the possibility for interaction for narration, are potential tools to create some very specific, cultural oriented,
and intimate spatial experience. The construction of narrative from people’s collective
memories, culture, and activities will finally translate into architectural languages to inform new memories and experiences.
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